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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Statement of Problem

The purpose of the following study is to make an an-

alysis of the structural elements and stylistic character-

istics in the Second Concerto for Violin by the modern Rus-

sian composer, Serge Prokofieff. These include the com-

poser's treatment of form, melody, rhythm, harmony, and

medium of expression.

Value of the Study

Serge Prokofieff's Second Concerto for Violin, pub-

lished in May, 1937, is conceded to be a particularly valid

example of modern composition. Jascha Heifetz, probably the

greatest living violinist, ranks it with the few really

great violin concertos of all time. 1  Thus the subject for

this study is a masterpiece which springs from a compara-

tively new period in musical development -- b a period having

definite characteristics, aspects, and devices well worth

conscientious study. It is to be hoped that the study will

1A. Venius, Program Notes on the Prokofieff Second
Violin Concerto, Columbia Musicl Matpbce S rsV-450.

1
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prove helpful to students of modern music in general and of

modern violin concerto literature in particular. If, by

pointing out the salient features of te composition in ques-

tion and of the period it represents, a better understand-

ing of the modern idiom may be promoted even to a small de-

gree, the value of the study will be assured.

Source of Data

Inasmuch as the writer has been able to find very lit-

tle written about the composition to be studied, the chief

source of data has been the music itself. Information to

be presented has been derived from the study of the musical

score and from repeated hearings of the concerto recording.

Method of Procedure

The first step in the study has been to listen to the

music and examine the score carefully for striking features

occurring over and over in what would appear to be some or-

ganized plan of composition. This has applied to whatever

element has been under consideration -- whether form, melody,

rhythm, harmony, or medium of expression.

After the above observation, the next step has been to

list the recurrent features, following with discussion of

them as to frequency of occurrence, manner of construction,

precedence for use (or lack thereof), and any other details

characterizing their treatment by Prokofieff.
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The final step has been to summarize and, as far as

possible, to evaluate the various features in regard to their

effectiveness and their relative importance to Prokofieff's

style of composition.

Manner of Presentation

Results of the study will be presented in five subse-

quent chapters, each of which will deal with the findings

related to one of the structural or stylistic elements pre-

viously listed in the statement of the problem. Excerpts

from the score have been included to illustrate points

brought out in the study.

A brief explanation is included as to the manner of

identifying the musical examples. All such examples have

been taken from the reduction for violin and piano of the

orchestral score,la with the exception of four in the last

chapter. In the case of these four, the letters "0. S."

(orchestral score) preceding the page number, etc., will

indicate the source. Otherwise the source will not be

named each time an example is given. The following infor-

mation will be indicated: (1) page, (2) brace, and

(3) measure. For example, "10-2-.4 " below a musical illus-

tration would mean that it could be located in the score

for violin and piano, page 10, brace 2, measure 4.

1a3 . Prokofieff, Second Concerto for Violin, Arranged
for Violin and Piano by Composer, New York, Am-Ru music
Corporation, 1938.

x
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Historical Background

The modern period to which both music and musician in

question belong is thought of as having begun with the im-

pressionistic era of Claude Debussy during the last quarter

of the nineteenth century. Composers turned from conven-

tional romanticism and experimented with abstract impres-

sionistic and realistic effects. Traditional rules of

theory and composition were questioned and even disregarded

for a time. With contemporary twentieth-century composers,

however, particularly in respect to musical form, the

pendulum is again swinging toward the more firmly estab-

lished principles of composition. ;here deemed exigent,

modern usage expands and re-interprets the traditional in

the light of present demands.

Iodern music consists of a great many diverse tendencies.

Because of this diversity, it is possible to find certain

modern practices in one composer's work and entirely differ-

ent practices in the work of a second. Some tendencies,

however, are fairly common to most modern composition, and

these will be the aspects taken up in the ensuing pages of

the concerto analysis. These are:

I. New melodic concepts pertaining to melodic types

and extents of usage.

2. Rhythmic experimentation.
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3. New and different harmonic bases.

4. Departure from conventional concepts of tonality

(e. g., polytonality, atonality, quarter-tone scale, etc.).

5. Renewed interest in polyphonic writing.

6. New developments in orchestration and instrumenta-

tion.

The Composer

As a contemporary Russian composer, Serge Prokofieff

is the product of a national musical heritage which is

unique in music history. The general importance of Russian

music has been due to two factors: (l) the comparatively

brief period covered by the national Russian School, and

(2) the quality and quantity of the musical product of that

school. Although Russia had earlier music in the form of

the Greek Orthodox Church music, the birth of the Russian

nationalistic school is usually dated from the period of

Glinka (1804-1857). The Russian tradition of rhythmic and

melodic expression of national folk-lore passed from Glinka

through the great "Five" (Borodin, Cui, Balakireff, Mous-

sorgsky, and Rimsky-Korsakov) through a number of lesser

composers, directly on to Prokofieff. Prokofieff is consid-

ered by many authoritative critics to be the greatest com-

poser of this generation. Of him Leonid Sabaneyev says:

"Prokofieff's creative work is amongst the most original
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and valuable which the Russian art of this century has pro-

duced."2

Prokofieff, who was born at Sontsovka, Russia, April 23,

1891, spent ten years in the St. Petersburg Conservatory.

The solid background acquired there is doutbless responsible

in part for the unfailing validity of his composition. Dur-

ing this time the influence of Alexander Scriabin and his

impressionistic writing was strongly felt, apparently serv-

ing to focus Prokofieff's youthful attention on the vast

possibilities of musical expression in the modern idiom.

Prokofieff 's music is not impressionistic, however, and

traces of this influence are scant in his compositions.

The modern spirit evidenced in his important works (four

symphonies, five piano concertos, several suites, an opera,

The Love of Three Oranges, ballet, choral, and chamber works)

is entirely different from that of the earlier writers of

the modern period. As the present study goes forward, an

attempt will be made to observe and name the features and

characteristics which mark his compositions unmistakably,

making them recognizable as belonging to Prokofieff and to

contemporary modern music.

2 David Ewen,comosers of Today, p. 209.

_ - 4 wa-,.. -



CHAPTER ii

FORM

The formal element is a logical choice for primary con-

sideration in an analytical study because a requisite of

any creative work is that it shall have an apparent design

or plan of structure.

The selection at the outset of two main centres
of interest, their complication later by a plurality
of centres, their final reduction to unity; such, in
brief, is the structural scheme of all art which re-
quires succession in time as the condition of its
existence. And it is in the different ways of manipu-
lating this form that composers of the modern period
have made steady advance. . .*.

On the whole , Prokofieff's Second Concerto for Violin

adheres closely to the classic concerto form.

It immediately becomes necessary to consider the con-

cepts generally implied by the term concerto. The form de-

veloped from a literal conception of the word -- instru-

ments playing in concert or with concerted effort -- from

the time of Corelli in the seventeenth century, through

Bach and Handel in the eighteenth century, until the time of

1 W. H. Hadow, Sonata Form, p. 1.

7
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Mozart. Mozart used the form so skillfully and wrote so

many concertos that his use of the form has become accepted

as classic. His conception of the concerto form was one in

which a solo instrument was balanced against orchestral sup-

port (tutti) with a prescribed plan of appearance, utiliz-

ing specific thematic material according to a definite (but

variable) plan. According to Hadow,

The concerto, then, in the time of Mozart, con-
sisted by statutable necessity of three movements:
(1) an opening allegro, (2) a short elegiac andante or
adagio, and (3)Tainle of lighter character andiWi-
mst always in rondoTom. Among them the first was
by far the most important. .

An outline of Mozart's first-movement form is as follows:

1. Tutti (assertion of exposition in tonic).

2. Solo (exposition proper).

3. Tutti (introduction of development).

4. Solo (development proper).

5. Tutti (introduction to recapitulation).

6. Solo (recapitulation proper).

7. Cadenza.

8. Tutti (coda).

The above outline was adhered to in the main by Mozart,

and has been used as a structural model for concerto com-

posers ever since. Beethoven did more in developing the form

than anyone else, chiefly in making the balance between solo

21bid., p. 171.
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and accompaniment more integral. "The changes made by

Beethoven are nearly all consonant upon his fuller and

richer treatment of the orchestra; the general ground-plan

of Mozart is accepted by him without alteration. 13

The following pages present a comparison of the individ-

ual movements of Prokofieff's work with an outline of clas-

sic form so that two points may be observed: Prokofieff's

conformities to the conventional plan, and his deviations

from that plan,

First Movement: Allegro Moderato

An examination of Table 1 shows, insofar as broad, gen-

eral outlines are concerned, adherence to the traditional

sonata-allegro form. In his order of presenting thematic

material and in the general scheme of tonality indicated by

that order, Prokofieff abides by traditional rules. By

general scheme of tonality is meant the predominance of

tonic and dominant tonality or their closely related keys.

Certainly the number of keys as used in the exposition by

Prokofieff is not a classical practice.

Within the limits prescribed, however, Prokofieff'xs

writing quickly exhibits (beginning in bar nine) a tendency

which develops into an outstanding characteristic of his

work. This is a tendency toward running the entire gamut

3 Ibid., p. 174.
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TABLE l*

A COMPARISON OF CLASSIC FIRST-MOVEMENT FORPWITH PROKOFIEFFr'S FIRST-JOVEMENT FORM

Classic First-Movement Form I First-oveent
Form

Exposition

Principal
Thene

Subordinate
Theme

- - --,--" .,t- -

Lv V, or a
related key

Co-
detta

V (Op-
tional)

Principal
Theme

i; also ii
, iv#

ii , iiif

Subordinate
There

III: also
vi9 III,
IV, I

Development

Various keys ending with
retransition V, ii, yi i iV I

iii , iv

Recapitulation

Principal Subordinate Principal bord i-
Theme Theme Coda Theme nate Th. Coda

I I i; also I

iii, II

Roman numerals indicate keys in which material occurs.

**Or relative major (III) when composition is in .minor key.
Tables e ,,,4,,,8V & 9 are not standard tables and

should not be used ."odels.

wRk f4 w OP w"wmd 0 w* m 4WNANPI 00 0 1
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of keys with sudden and often unexpected changes in rapid

succession. Take, for example, the treatment of the exposi-

tion. Although a governing factor could be the brevity of

both primary and secondary subjects, Prokofieff employs

six key changes in the presentation of his first theme be-

fore introducing the second theme. With the introduction

of the second, it is presented in four keys in immediate

succession. Regarding the general function of second themes

Hadow says, in dealing with sonata form, "The main struc-

tural object of the second subject is to affirm and embody

some key other than that in which the movement as a whole

is written.";' 4 Thus in his treatment of this second theme,

Prokofieff continues to expand upon conventional tonal prac-

tices.

In putting together the sections comprising the first

movement, Prokofieff reveals a marked tendency toward func-

tionalism -- certainly a modern trend irrespective of man-

ner of expression. This tendency is clearly set forth at

the very outset of the concerto, as the solo violin announces

the principal there unaccompanied, with no preceding or-

chestral introduction. As far as it has been possible to

discover, only one other major concerto -- the Beethoven

G !sgor Piano Concerto -- begins immediately with unaccom-

panied solo instrument. It is interesting to note that the

4Ibid. ,p. 61.
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beginning of the Bruch Second Violin Concerto (in G minor

as is the Prokofieff) has the principal theme announced by

the solo violin, unaccompanied, after only four bars of or-

chestral tutti. The tonic chord construction of the Bruch

theme is also similar to the principal theme of the work

under discussion.

An indication of the composer's desire for extreme

economy of material and compactness of form is the fact that

no cadenza appears at the end of the first movement. The

inclusion of such a passage came to be a traditional con-

certo fixture, but it is typical of the modern composer,

and especially of Prokofieff, that only the most essential

elements of a chosen form are retained. Prokofieff's dis-

regard of this feature shows his tendency toward simplifica-

tion and elimination of superfluous virtuosity.

Second Movement: Andante Assai

The slow movement of the concerto is regular ternary

song-form. Ternary form is a three-section form, consist-

ing of a tune or passage, self-contained and complete (A);

another passage, similarly self-contained and beginning and

ending in some key closely related to that of the first

one (B); and the first one repeated (A). 5

The first theme is treated conventionally, with the

majority of the material in Eb, the chosen key of the

5P. A. Scholes, The Oxford Companion to Music, p. 333.

.
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movement. Prokofieff again indulges in variety of tonality,

either implying or clearly expressing ten key changes in

the space of the fifty bars in which the principal theme is

first presented.

The key Prokofieff uses for the development of the sec-

ond theme is D major, which, although colorfully remote

from the key of the second movement as a whole (Eb), is

logical when considered in relation to the tonality of the

entire concerto. The keys chosen for the two themes of

the second movement indicate another strong characteristic

of the composer -- a fondness for consecutive harmonies

whose roots are separated by a diatonic skip rather than

the conventional skips of a fifth or a fourth. This point

will be discussed in detail in the chapter on harmony.

For the return to the principal theme in the second

movement, the key scheme of the first presentation is re-

peated in the main, although fewer changes occur and the

home key of Eb is emphasized. There is no noteworthy devia-

tion from standard second-movement form in the entire sec-

tion.

Third Movement: Allegro Ben Marcato

In the final moveent of the concerto, the plan may be

construed as Third-Rondo form (see Table 2). The term, as

used by Goetschius, may be looked upon as an extension of

a n,., - -
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TABLE 2

A COMPARISON OF RONDO FOF WITH THE FORM OF THE THIRD
MOVEMENT OF PROKOFIEFF'S SECOND CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN

Rondo Form Prokof ieff's Third-Movement Form

Exposition

First First
Prin- Sub- Prim- Prin- Sub- Prin-
cipal ordi- cipal cipal Transi- ordi- Retran- cipal
Theme nate Theme Theme tion nate sition Theme

Theme Theme

I V I I, ivi ivy IV4  v,jI, i4, i
vii'

Middle Section

2nd. subordinate 2nd. subordinate theme (quite developed).
theme; no key
prescribed.

Recapitulation

Repetition of
First Exposition

Prin- Sub- Prin- 2nd.
cipal ordi- cipalCo- Sub. Pr Trans. Coda
Theme nate Theme d r.1st. - Th. Th.

ThemeTh Trans. Sub .Re- .Tn.trans.

I I I I I viit5 VI I,1 III, vii, I,
VI IV VI (G

WPercy Goetschius, Larger Forms of Musical Composition,
p. 137.

aw"WaT." WWAA I
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simple ternary form: A-B-A-C-A-B-A, or some further elab-

oration of this formula .6

Prokofieff's themes stand out very clearly and appear

in the key order prescribed by rondo form. The composer

takes advantage of the freedom allowed, and expands and de-

velops his transitional material very extensively. This

results in a final lengthy movement which forms the frame-

work for unusual barmonic progression which bears out the

composers modern aspects in that direct ion.

With the foregoing survey of the plan of composition

in the violin concerto, it is possible to observe that

there is little that is unusual, and nothing that is with-

out precedent in the fundamental form of the work. The

composers skillful use of this standard art-form belies

his respect for his sound traditional training as a youth

at the St. Petersburg Conservatory. In the very fact of

adherence to basic classical concepts of form is found

one of the most important traits of Prokofieff's com-

position.

A detailed analysis of the form of each movement is

presented in the Appendix.

6%bid., p. 335.



CHAPTER III

MELODY

With the discussion of melody, this study takes up one

of the outstanding phases of Prokofieff's composition. An

important consideration in the field of melody is the ex-

tent of melodic (or thematic) material; i. e., how much

melody is used, This element -- importance of melody to

the effectiveness of the whole work -- is an essential fac-

tor in Prokofieff's style as compared with that of other

moderns. In a great many modern compositions melody is al-

most negligible or, at best, fragmentary. Certainly the

composition being studied is primarily melodic rather than
radically harmonic or overwhelmingly rhythmic. The com-

poser is probably one of the greatest living melodists --

comparable to Tschaikowsky, Brahms, Schumann, and even

Schubert of earlier times.

Prokofieff builds the concerto around seven themes --

two each in the first and second movements, and three in the

third. Five of the themes are lyric and flowing; one is de-

cidedly non legato and chordal; and the remaining one is a

lyric melody line written for non legato performance.
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There is noticeable similarity of note values in all

the themes. Chiefly used are quarter and eighth notes, with

sixteenth notes occurring in only one -- the third thee of

the third movement. A figure (rhythmic rather than melodic)

of two eighths and one quarter ( ) occurs in five of

the melodies, coming most frequently on the final and first

beats of a measure,

The length of the themes is fairly uniform, although

length of the phrases within a given theme is not.

In order that the individual features of all the

themes may be understood, an illustration and discussion

of each one will be given.

The first theme of the first movement is eight bars

long and contains a five-beat motive phrased across bar-

lines:

Fig. 1. -- First theme, first movement.
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Repetition of this motive completes the first phrase of the

theme, and no contrasting phrase material is added.

The second theme, first movement, is nine bars long,

and contains two well-defined phrases. Construction of the

phrases is similar, but the second closes with an authentic

cadence and is in a different key. The second phrase con-

tains five bars, with the accomplishment of harmonic variety

the only apparent reason for the irregularity. This theme

is shown in the following illustration:

Fig. 2. -- Second theme, first movement.

The first theme of the second moverrent is eight bars

lone with two phrases of conventional four-bar length. a-

terial is the same for both, although the second is not an

exact repetition of the first, It is shown below:
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Fig. 3. First theme, second movement,

The second theme of the second movement is also eight

bara long with two four-bar phrases, the second of which is

an exact repetition of the first up to the last cadence:

.k..0.--oe

Fig. 4. -- Second theme, second movement.

The first theme of the third movement is nine bars

long. The material consists of one phrase extended through

the first beat of the seventh bar, with the remaining two

bars constituting a brief closing:
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Fig. 5. -- First theme, third movement.

The second theme of the third movement is nine bars

long, with two phrases, one five bars long, the other four.

The second is an exact repetition of the first phrase as

far as it goes. The theme is illustrated in Fig. 6:

Fig. 6. -- Second theme', third movement.

The third theme of the third movement is thirteen bars

long and contains two phrases. The first is six bars long,

with the fifth and sixth bars a repetition of the third and

fourth. The second phrase is seven bars long and after

four bars of contrasting material, returns to the material

of the first phrase. The following figure shows this theme:
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Fig. 7. -- Third theme, third movement.

It may be that the reason for irregularity of phrase

length in regard to these themes, particularly in the final

movement, is found in the possibility of a folk-source of

the melodies. In the light of Prokofieff'ts nationalistic

background, it is easily conceivable that he would use

Russian folk-tunes as the basis for his thematic material.

The writer has not been able to discover any authoritative

reference as to the source of the themes. A safe opinion

in the matter would seem to be that the themes are Proko-

fieff's own, written in folk-song style with simple rhythmic

patterns and melodic intervals.

Factors which affect melodic treatment in this work

may be named as follows:

1. Tone-color (instruments having themes).

2. Tonality (the keys in which the themes appear).

3. Embellishment (trills, figuration, coloration).

4. Types of accompaniment.
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5. Thematic alteration.

The first four factors have been listed in table form

in the following pages in relation to each appearance of

the various themes. The fifth factor is discussed in

order to include examples of the changes made. Total dis-

tribution and key scheme of the themes throughout each move-

ment may be observed in the tables included in the first

chapter. The more detailed material herein included at-

tempts to set up a basis for comparison of thematic treat-

ment and development. Thus it may serve as a basis for dis-

cerning the individual characteristics of Prokofieff's

melodic style.

There are six points of particular interest in the

melodic treatment of the first movement:

1. Prokofieff gives his principal theme almost ex-

clusively to the solo violin and the lower strings. Ex-

ceptions are the use of the bassoon with the cello and bass

in the sixth, eighth, ninth, and tenth thematic presenta-

tions, and the fragmentary employment of the horn and

clarinet in the fifth.

2. Thematic material appears in all keys except Eb

(or D#). Tonic tonality (g) occurs three times more than

any other, although several tonalities are repeated.

3. Prokofieff is very sparing in his use of embellish-

ment in this movement. In eighteen presentations of his
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TABLE 3

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO TEE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
FIRST THEME OF THE FIRST MOVEMENT

Instruments Tonal-
Having The e {ity* Embellisment Accompaniment

1. Solo violin

2 Cello, bass

3. Solo violin

4. Solo violin

g

b

g

- .1

Solo violin, in ex-
tension of preced-
ing there presenta-
tion.

Cello, bass in canon-
ical imitation of
theme.

Bassoon in canonical
imitation. Clari-
net, theme fragment.

Transitional Waterial
Second theme

Transitional material

5. Horn, clarinet
(incomplete
presentation)

6. Cello, bass,
bassoon

7. Solo violin

1 1 _______________

d

f
Ab

b

e Solo violin
double- stops
in 8th.-note
rhythm.

Solo violin and
strings in highly
rhythmic chordal
reiteration.

Sixteenth-note rock-
ing thirds figuration
in solo. Off-beat
strings ace. in
high register.

Wood-winds in quar-
ter-note pattern
stemming from rhythm
of theme.

.N .8 .

. . .4
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TABLE 3 -- Continued

Instruments Tonal-
Having Theme ity* Embellishment Accompaniment

8. Cello, bass, f# Triplet figura- Off-beat strings
bassoon tion of theme by ace. in high regis-

solo violin. ter.

9. Cello, bass, c Broken-octave Off-beat strings
bassoon figure of theme ace. in high regis-

-- 8th.-note ter.
rhythm solo vio-
lin.

Transitional material
Second the e

10. Bassoon; el
lo, bass
(pizz.)

11. Bass --

staccato

12. Horn, oboe,
viola, vio-
lin I, bas-
soon (frag-
mentary)

13. Cello, bass,
unison.
Complete
theme. Solo
violin exten
sion at end.

- 0,

d

g

g

Bass drum in theme
rhythm. Sixteenth-
note trind fig. in
solo violin. Off-
beat ace. in strings.

Woodwind off-beat
ace. ; 6-th.-note
shake in violing
I, II.

Solo violin --

double stops in
8th.-note rhythms,
viola, cello, dot-
ted eighth, six-
teenth (ffl) fig.
Violin I, TI, quar-
ter-note pizz.

Cello, bass tremolo,
and glissando.

. .s.

. ." .a

. .a .o

. . .A
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TABLE 3 -- Continued

Instruments Tonal-
Haying Ther ity* Embellishment Accompaniment

14. Viola f. . . Flute, bassoon march
figure reiterated in
violins.

lb. Cello, c# . . . Solo violin sixteenth-
bass, piz- note figure reitera-
zicato tion.

Transitional aeriall
Second theme

Transitional material

16. Solo vio- g . . . . .

min, cello
bass in
unison

17. Horn, bas- bb . . Chord pizn. in so
soon in triplet rhythm.

Sixteenth-note ace.
in violins. Wood-
winds pattern.

18. Cello, A . . . Flute, violins pat-
bass tern: f~fl Solo--

chords arco and pizz.
Woodwinds quarter-
note line.

Final modulation

Lower-case letters indicate minor tonality; capital
letters, major tonality.

w . i .. .l'.: ., 'F .Sw f. .] .-. ;,:.b .ter. r. .4 -:u .. ...
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principal theme he embellishes it only three times. This

is notable simplicity.

4. In the matter of accompaniment for this theme, the

composer is exceedingly neat and uncluttered. He leans

heavily toward the string section, rarely using more than

one woodwind instrument at a time in combination with the

strings.

5. No brass whatever is used with the theme, and in

fact, only one bar of transitional material uses brass (or-

chestral score, p. 21, brace 2, bar 1). Here the trumpet

plays only one eighth-note. In this same plece (orchestral

score, p. 21, brace 2, bar 1) occurs the only use of the

snare drum in the movement.

6. The bass drum is used intermittently to make for

rhythmic coherence.

Turning to consideration of the second theme, it will

be seen from Table 4 that a notable fact is the comparatively

few times the second theme appears. The instruments used

in presenting the theme are again very limited, with the solo

violin being heard four out of six times.

It is also interesting to observe that the second theme

occurs only in major tonality, in four more or less related

keys. Embellishment is used four times. The accompaniment

to this theme is inconspicuous, and has little that necessi-

tates comment except in the rocking accompaniment (see Fig. 30)

0
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TABLE 4

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
SECOND THEME OF THE FIRST MOVE ENT

Instruments Tonal-
Having Theme ity Embellishment Accompaniment

1. Solo violin Bb . . . Strings, in rocking
triad figure.

2. Solo violin, Bb . . . Same as above.
horn, and
oboe alter-
n ontin.

Transitional material
First theme

Transitional material

3. Violin I C Solo violin in Strings in two-part
8th.-note fig. harmony, 3rd. apart.
around theme.

4. Flute (in- F Cont. of pre- Woodwinds in two-
complete ceding fig. part harmony, 3rd,
presenta- apart.
tion)

Transitional material
First theme

Transitional material

5. Solo violin G Solo violin, Woodwind triads in
double stops . quart er-not e rhythm.

6. Solo violin G Double stops. Single melodic line
in strings, wood-
winds (theme frag-
ment).
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used with the first two thematic presentations. This de-

vice Prokofieff uses so often that it may well be consid-

ered a distinctive characteristic of his work.

In the first theme of the second move ent, Prokofieff

limits his instruments even more than previously, employing

only violins to present it, as is shown in Table 5. His

tonality is all major and all conventionally relatable to

the key of the movement, Eb, except the second presentation

in B. Again ruch us e is made of embellishment, and the ob-

bligato device is used with probably the best effect at-

tained in the whole concerto.

The development of the second theme of the second move-

ment is revealed in Table 6. The tIme given to this theme

is quite brief. The clarinet plays an important part,

sharing honors equally with the violins, as can be seen

from the table. Again the little rocking figure is heard

in the accompaniment. The embellishment is not noteworthy,

serving merely to intensify rather than to ornament the to-

tal effect. The consistent D major tonality is Interest-

ing, but hardly meaningful in a work whose other themes re-

ceive such varied tonal treatment. The second theme is rele-

gated to the background in relation to the whole movement.

In the third ioveent, the first theme occupies a good

half of the compositional territory (Table 7), and, like the

first theme of the first movement, is almost wholly a solo
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TABLE 5

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE DEVELOFIENT OF THE
FIRST THEME OF THE SECOND MOVEMENT

Instruments Tonal-
Having Theme ity Ebanishment Acc ompaniment

1. Solo violin

2. Violin I

3. Solo violin

. 0 .0

Solo violin
bligato.

o-

Fragmentary ob-
bligato in
clarinet, flute.

Fizz. strings and
clarinet in triple
rhythm.

Same as above plus
flute,

Fizz. acc. in
tr.in gs.

Transitional material
Second theme

Transitional material

4. Solo violin

5. Violin I

C

Eb

Clarinet ob-
bligato.

Solo violin
obbligato,

Fizz. and rocking
fig. in cello and
bass.

Same as in 4.

Transitional material
Second theme

Transitional material

6. Violin I Eb Solo violin Fizz, and clarinet,
obbligato.

... 1

.f,.I

,
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TABLE 6

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
SECOND THEE OF THE SECOND MOVEMENT

Instruments
Having Theme

1. Clarinet
(incomplete
presenta-
tion)

2. Solo violin
Clarinet

3. Violin I

Tonal-
ity Embellishment Accompaniment

I -i-------------~~----1
D

D
D

D

. . .

Solo violin,
theme, octave
higher.

Development.
Solo violin,
octave higher.

Rocking flute figure;
sixteenth notes,
tremolo in violins.
No solo violin. Six-
teenth note scale
fig. in viola; dotted
note pattern in cel-
lo, bass ( .YJ. a ).

Same as above with
cello counter-melody.

Flute, viola -- rock-
ing figures. Strings
tremolo. Cello,
bass with dotted-hote
fgure.

violin theme. Both times that the theme is taken by the

first violins, the solo is occupied with embellishment.

In the first two sections of the first-theme presentations,

the same tonality scheme appears. The unaltered repetition

of this whole section is carried through quite consistently.

The accompaniment throughout is extremely percussive in ef-

fect, and the rhythm at all times is paramount.
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TABLE 7

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
FIRST THEME OF THE THIRD MOVEMENT

Instruments Tonal-
Having Theme ity Embellishment Accompaniment

1. Solo violin Bb . . . First-beat pizza ,
violins I, II. First-
beat arco, cello,
bass. Melody line
in octaves, clarinet,
bassoon.

2. Solo violin e . . . Pizz. violins, viola.
Quarter-note pat-
tern, clarinet, bas-
soon.

3. Solo violin bb . . Viola, cello, rhy-
thmic pattern of
theme.

Transitional material
Second theme

Transitional material

4. Solo violin Bb , . . Same as 1 with casta-
nets.

5. Violin I e Solo violin, Rhythmic pattern of
eighth-note theme in strings,
figuration.

6. Solo violin bb . . Same as 3 above.

Transitional material
Third theme

Transitional material
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TABLE 7 -- Continued

HinrTheme Ty Etbellishment Accompaniment

7. Solo violin B . . . Pizz. in strings;
clarinet, castanet,
and bass drum.

Transitional material
Se cond theme

Transitional material

8. Solo violin

9. Violin I

10. Solo violin

a

a Solo, eighth-
note, figura-
tion.

Same as 4.

Strings, bassoons,
clarinet.

Strings only.

Transitional material
Coda

The second theme of the third movement occurs briefly,

a' is shown in Table S. Prokofieff does not do anything

heretofore undone in the development of this theme. His

racking accompaniment recurs; he gives histhewes to the

strings; his keys are not obviously or closely related.

As with the first theme of the movementt under discussion,

the rhythmic background and the melody itself are the im-

portant things.

Mom"."



TABLE 8

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
SECOND THEME OF THE THIRD MOVEMENT

Instruments OnamAccompaniment
Having Theme ity Embllis

1. Solo violin E . . . Rocking woodwinds:
violin pattern (MA).

2. Viola, el- E. . . Rocking and runninglo in uni- scale figures In solo.
son,

Transitional material
First theme
Third theme
First theme

Transitional material

3. Solo violin, G . . . Woodwinds (flute and
bass clarinet) in thirds.

4. Solo (octave G . . . Flute, eighth-note
higher) scale figure.

Transitional material
First theme

The third theme of the third movement develops as shown

in Table 9. Again the rhythmic background is the note-

worthy feature of this melody. Though li ited, the change

of tonality is interesting, harking back to the chromatic

variety of the first movement. This theme serves to heighten

the over-all rhythic impact of the third movement.



TABLE 9

FACTOR S CONTRIBUTING TO THE DEVELOP RENT OF THE
THIRD THEWE OF THE THIRD MOVEMENT

Instruments Tonal-
Having Theme ity Thnbellishment Accompaniment

1. Solo violin g . . . Percussive strings,
clarinet, oboe;
trumpet accent.

2. solo violin g . . . Same as 1.

3. Solo violin f Eighth-note Percussive strings,
figure of theme trumpet, triangle,

snare drum.

Transitional material
First theme

The final factor to be discussed, which a composer may

use to secure melodic variety, is the important one of

thematic alteration. Use of this device creates variety and

helps to sustain interest. Prokofieff, however, uses alter-

ation a surprisingly small number of times throughout the

whole concerto. Rather, he seems to prefer to use fragments

of his themes exactly as they originally occur.

At times the introductory or concluding notes of the

melodic fragment are extended, but the actual thematic con-

struction is not altered. This is shown in Fig. 8, in al-

tering the first theme of the first movement.
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Fig. 8. Alteration by extension of thematic motive.

The bracket indicates the actual thematic motive. The

two introductory notes are related but not integral.

In the following illustration, the intervals in the

first measure are altered beginning with the thematic

figure on the third count, Instead of the original order

of m3rd, M3rd, m2nd, M2nd, there is found .3rd, mrd, M2nd,

m3rd, m nd.1 This is almost an exact reversal of major and

minor intervals.

34-2

Fig. 9. -- Alteration of intervals.

Other instances of this same alteration occur on p. 2,

10apital letter indicates major interval; lower-ease,
minor Interval.
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bar 32, and on p. 13, bars 200 and 202, in the piano reduc-

tion of the score.

In one instance the order of pitches is altered from

scale degrees 1-3-5 to 5-1-3. This automatically alters

the intervallic relationship also:

Fig. 10. -- Alteration of order of pitches.

Alteration of rhythm is illustrated in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. -- Alteration of rhythmic pattern.

Here the eighth-note pattern comes on the third beat of the

measure (the second-to-last beat of the five-beat motive),

instead of the more usual fourth beat of the measure (the

next-to-last beat of the motive).

In the final alteration of the first theme of the first

movement, position is changed from root to first inversion.
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This allows the third note of the excerpt to serve both as

the final note of one motive and the beginning note of the

next. This structural economy is typical of Prokofieff.

Fig. 12. -- Alteration of chord position.

Alteration of the second theme of the first movement

may be observed four times. First, a chromatic figure re-

places the normal scalewise line of the theme.

Fig. 13. -- Chromatic alteration.

This brief alteration allows a two-beat change of

tonality. Where the original melody would continue in

mediant harmony, the chromatically altered melody demands

sub-dominant harmony.

Prokofieff alters the whole-note values in the final

Low..4--
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notes of the theme in the following illustration, and also

embellishes thew with a rocking melodic skip -- a favorite

device.

Slight syncopation is the result of rhythmic altera-

tion of the second theme of the first movement:

Fig. 14. -- Rhythmic alteration.

Also in the second theme., augmentation of note-values

and chromatic alteration occur. The employ ent of rhythmic

Fig. 15. -- Rhythmic and chromatic alteration.

augmentation, so widely used in any contrapuntal writing,

indicates Prokofieff's interest and skill in polyphonic

writing.

In the slow movement, the first theme undergoes only

one change: an interval alteration from octave to tenth,

in order to effect a modulation.
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Fig. 16. -- Alteration of interval.

The second theme is altered twice, both times in the

manner of an obbligato. Both times the apparent reason for

Fig. 17. -- Melodic alteration,

change is to secure melodic interest. Possibly this was

considered necessary because of the phrase-repetition men-

tioned previously.

Fig. 18. -- Melodic alteration.

In the last movement, although the themes, and especially

the principal one, occur over and over, only four altera-

tions occur. The first alteration is a repetition of the

first two chords of the theme, which throws the most strongly
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accented chord on the third beat of the bar:

1 , IY I I

46A. 40- r
Az

Fig. 19. -- Alteration by repetition.

The second change is shown in the following example:

Fig. 20. -- Harmonic alteration.

Here the melodic line of the first theme is preserved, but

it is not as extended as the regular theme, and harmoniza-

tion is different. This occurs also on pp. 33, 36, and 44

(piano score). A similar change is found with the chord

structure considerably lightened:

Fig. 21. -- Alteration of chord structure.

The second theme is not altered at all. It only ap-

pears twice. The third theme is changed only once -- in an

'1
't\i ni3

. 6_1...[ .. lax _
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extension of the first motive in order to modulate and make

a smooth transition to the coda.

Fig. 22. -- Alteration by extension.

The fact that thematic alteration is not extensive

creates a characteristic unity and clarity. One is never

in doubt as to the material that is being heard.

Examination of melody has brought to the attention

of the observer, then, certain points which are character-

istic of Prokofieff's melodic treatment. Selection of these

is based upon the frequency and authenticity with which the

individual stylistic traits appear. These are:

1. Predominantly lyric, flowing melodies.

2. Uniformity of note-values and rhythmic patterns.

3. Phrase reiteration in theme construction.

4. Minimum thematic alteration.



CHAPTER IV

RHYTHM

In addition to the all-important rhythmic element, this

chapter will deal with the related factors of meter and

tempo. Observation of what is done with the two last-named

is necessarily brief and fairly obvious, because tempo is

usally prescribed by the form of composition chosen, while

meter is a fixed element having definite numerical bounds.

The phase of the time element most interesting and worth-

while for analytical purposes is the one of rhythm.

Because rhythm calls forth more readily than any other

musical element a response on the part of the hearer, a de-

ductive approach to Prokofieff's rhythmic results should

be of greater interest than an immediately inductive one.

Reaction to rhythm is a response to the whole, or to a com-

plete part, of a composition's rhythmic element; for that

reason, a brief description of the total rhythmic effect

of each movement of the concerto will precede discussion

of specific patterns involved in creating the effects.

In the first movement, the rhythmic element casts some

rather subtle implications. The initial hearing of the

42
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first theme in the opening bars of the concerto leaves the

listener somewhat doubtful as to whether the meter is simple

or compound. Although later appearances of this theme are

less isolated, the feeling of compound meter is never lost.

Fig. 23. -- Rhythmic pattern, first theme, first movement:

The rhythmic construction of this theme impresses the

writer as the outstanding example of rhythmic ingenuity in

the concerto. Not only does it form a basis for unbounded

rhythmic variety without the possibility of seeming unre-

lated to thematic rhythm, but it also creates a thoroughly

modern effect which sets the mood for the entire work. To

obtain this effect, Prokofieff alternates a triple and duple

figure in a duple meter frame, thus getting what seems to

be a five-beat measure as the first motive of the theme.

The second theme of the first movement is rhythmically

indistinctive. Throughout the movement, however, transi-

tional and developmental material often uses emphatic

rhythmic patterns which reiterate particular schemes of ac-

centuation or phrasing. vost of the apparently unrelated
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rhythmic material (of which little is heard) comes in these

places.

The characteristic rhythmic patterns in most of the

measures throughout the movement may be related to one of

the following recurrent patterns (see Figs. 26-38). Nearly

all of these patterns may be related to the rhythmic basis

of either the first or second theme. This consistency and

economy are typical of the composer.

Prokofieff 's favorite rhythmic material in the first

movement is the combination of three quarter notes and two

eighth notes in a measure. This springs from first-theme

construction, but since the motive from which it is taken con-

tains another beat, the order of note-values is not always

the same in the measure-length pattern. Thus three versions

of the pattern occur in the complete first theme, each of

which shifts the eighth notes to a different beat.

Fig. 24. -- Rhythmic patterns in first theme, first
movement:

".,%;_' E }'iti'fYf6'R s .. 4r. ..-. hrra._: .... iHb ie6fIHY:"rn , v .. r -rYV.. ... ir- .. - _
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The preceding example shows the eighth-note figure

appearing on all beats but the third. The following ex-

ample shows it on the third beat also:

Fig. 25. -- Rhythmic pattern in first theme, first
movement: ( 0' o1 11 .1 )

The most frequently used rhythmic figure in the whole

concerto ( ~ .1) is taken from the preceding patterns. In

addition to being used as illustrated, it is also varied

in a number of ways. In the following example, the note

values are shortened:

Fig. 26. -- Variation by rhythmic diminution:

A second variation repeats the figure:

Fig. 27. -- Variation by rhythmic repetition:

( 1 J 17JJ).
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Still another variation uses the figure twice, the

second time reversing the order, and both times doubling

the note values:

Fig. 28. -- Variation by doubling and reversing
rhythmic pattern:

In the introduction to the second theme, there occurs

an augmentation of the little first-theme figure in reverse,

although the tempo is so slow the relation is not obvious.

Fir. 29. -- Variation by reversing and augmenting
rhythmic figure:

The predominant rhythmic effect of the second theme of

the first movement is made by the even eighth-note pattern

Aft -AW-,

"

AMA

laqw,"Now"
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which forms the accompaniment for the melody. This also

forms the basis for one of the most typical figurations used

by Frokofieff:

A;4 Qmi9___

Fig. 30. -- Rhythmic pattern of accompaniment to second
theme, first movement:

The preceding pattern is varied by lengthening the note

values:

ii -

4.

Fig. 31. -- Variation by rhythmic augmentation:

(J J J JJ JJ >
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Apparently unrelated to the thematic rhythm of either

the first or second theme s are the following patterns, which

serve to heighten interest momentarily and to point out the

otherwise extreme rhythmic coherence of the movement:

12'

Fig. 32. -- Rhythmic pattern unrelated to thematic
rhythm:

Another example of unrelated material is the following

excerpt*

Fig. 33. Rhythmic pattern unrelated to thematic
rhythm:

wr I OIL

b- 
!dIf

A-WAM
I AV 7 r 31 =NA M-aw I ,9 A lew-

4pr 0 -1- -A
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The pattern shown in Fig. 34 is faintly syncopated:

,. 1 

..

If- n A 4!2p% ?A I Lmi

L.-

ti'4.a-l~il

Fig. 34. Rhythmic pattern unrelated to thematic
rhythm:

' j I

An effective pattern combines three different rhythmic

lines simultaneously:

Fig. 35. -- Combined rhythmic patterns:

3

01 j3

for" ... r

11 A 14
64 w - t,

W 44
s

-' _ ' .. 'y i[. _., _.,..+te .. ,. . .. _..... .:+i,.-.i..-:..+._.,..._ ... ~J 4' s' ;.Sau; ,i-*.. _ ':..kwS4+.' h ... ,,,. a,,, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ass
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The foregoing discussion of the rhythmic details in

the first movement points out the fact that rhythm is sub-

servient to melody. It will be interesting to see whether

this will finally apply to the entire concerto.

The rhythmic outlines of the second movement are more

conventional and more easily followed than in the first

movement. Listening, one first becomes aware of a rhythmic

pattern in the accompaniment which is repeated over and over

to create an ostinato effect. This accompaniment is built

of triplets, but the theme itself is presented in a duple

pattern. This results in a compound rhythm effect of two

against three, but the leisurely tempo and contrapuntal

treatment keep the rhythmic opposition from being promi-

nent (see Fig. 38).

In the first change from first-theme material, Proko-

fieff phrases his triplet groups unevenly and creates a

curious little transitional section only vaguely related

to the thematic rhythm:

Fi. . -- a n t

Fig. 36. ®.. Transitional rhythmic pattern:

(fl7 -- 2 rj srv jr
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A variation of the preceding pattern triples each eighth

note:

Fig. 37. - Rhythmic variation by triplet figuration.

The second theme does not have a triplet background.

Its accompaniment recalls that of the second theme of the

first movement, with an even eighth-note pattern throughout

the length of the measure.

The most striking feature of the rhythmic treatment in
the second movement is the manner in which several rhythmic

lines or patterns are combined.

Against a reiterated triplet pattern in 12time

a bass pattern is sounded, and then the rhythm of the

melody is superimposed to obtain a rhythmic trio, as is

shown in Fig. 38:

, R
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rv . "

I~4 0,.~z

Fig. 38 -- Combined rhythmic patterns:

The second theme of the second movement introduces a

dotted-note pattern in the accompaniment , in combination

with the eighth-note pattern used before:

110_

P'% A ~ J

-a.- W

Fig. 39.

.~J

-- Combined rhythmic patterns:

.F

j L

- --
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With Little exception, the basic note values for the

themes and their accompaniment are quarter and eighth notes.

A brief deviation from this is the inclusion of sixteenth

notes in the obbligato to the first theme.

Fig. 40. -- Accompanying figure using sixteenth notes.

As in the first movement, the rhythmic framework of

the second movement is very closely knitted together. In

the balance of rhythm and melody, melody again predominates.

In the final movement rhythm predominates from the out-

set. Much of the time the rhythmic lines are so clear-cut

that they could be performed on percu sion instruments alone

with quite acceptable effect.

Prokofieff focuses attention on the rhythmic element

by consistent and vigorous use of accent marks or signs.

To vary the metrical plan and free it from regular bar

lines, he employs much metrical change with a corresponding

time signature change. This constantly shifts the strong

beats. The concluding section of the movement changes so

often that the final effect is somewhat "tpoly-metric"--

If such a term may be used. The manner of achieving this

ragamowam kipmamm WAN an "
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will be shown in the discussion of patterns used.

The rhythmic pattern of the first theme is used re-

peatedly:

J
I.

4 14 1 I

F. 41.0- Rhythmic pattern, first them, third move-
mert:

This pattern is varied in four ways:

First variation:

wi. 4 2/h y h i c v r i t o o i r t t h m , h r

Fig. 42. - Rhythmic variation of first theme, third

movement:

Second variation:

as WM i a Iow

A ) I I via1 uIdm

Fig.
movement:

43. -- Rhythmic variation of first theme, third

vfl~ )JT~orhsTall]

i

140 4

I K

h . I - k - r-'*

47 O' off
7
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Third variation: (This pattern is played by the

castanet.)

Fig* 44. Rhythmic variation offirst theme, third
movement:

Fourth variation:

Fig. 45. -- Rhythmic variation of first theme, third
movement:

For the accompaniment to the second theme in the

third movement the pattern of the first theme of the move-

ment is reversed and slowed down:
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ORY W'-. IT VQ 'I F '
Il~ PETi

Fig. 46. -- Rhythmic pattern of accompaniment to second
theme , third d movement:

A variation divides the first beat of the pattern:

Fig. 47. -- Rhythmic variation of accompaniment to sec-
ond theme, third movement:

An odd accompanying pattern occurs in transitional ma-

terial in meter. It is used in combination with a similar4

pattern employing fewer notes. This points toward the ir-

regularrhyt of the coda.

Op-

elm

A.. it

WoMW 4 , --- -- t -, W, - , "., A
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Fig. 48. -- Combined rhythmic patterns:

Prokofieff uses a pattern involving several meter

changes in a transitional section between the first and sec-

ond themes, alternating between and 2 meter:

Fig. 49. -- Rhythmic pattern unrelated to thematic
rhythm:

j~i JjJJ5~ JJli JJJJ>.
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The rhythm of the third theme, third movement, uses

the little figure .l .. this time in triple meter.

Fig. 50. -- Rhythmic pattern, third theme, third move-
mont.()

This theme also introduces a dotted-note rhythm -- the

only theme using one in the whole concerto. The dotted

figure always falls on the third beat of the measure.

Fig. 51. -- Dotted-note rhythmic pattern, third theme,
third movement:

One brief introductory figure, coming just before the

third theme, combines duple sixteenth notes with eighth-

note triplets:

- WNWOWWAWMWW
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- : I

Fig. 52.-- Rhythmic pattern unrelated to thematic
rhythm:

The rhythmic framework for the coda is not regular. A

steady eight1i-note figuration is carried on by the solo vio-

lin, with varied and uneven phrasing over the frequent

metric changes. The predominant rhythmic pattern is like a

primitive drum-beat:

It I T

Fig. 53. -- Rhythmic pattern of coda:

C' j I 4' )'

71 -jIF I

711 Z 4A A

ErFl%

AW to
MW AV I

I lie

i

-

- t.
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The final twenty-five bars of the movement remain in

meter, with two heretofore unused patterns being heard.

One is syncopated ( J3T ? 1 ), and the other contains one

triplet figure ( 'J ). Syncopation and triplet are

combined as illustrated in the following excerpt:

s * g-i ~

Fig. 54. -- Combined rhythmic patterns in coda.

The eighth-note solo figuration is variously phrased.:

Fig. 55. -- Phrasing of eighth-note figuration in coda.

After detailed examination of the rhythmic element in

all three movements, one comes to the realization that the

composer has, after all, used only a few basic patterns,

with relatively simple variations of those patterns. The

impression of rhythmic force which is prevalent through the

,

k

11' LLf 11
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entire concerto is actually the result of this basic sim-

plicity. This is because the response of the listener to

the rhythmic element can be immediate and involuntary, un-

tempered by analytical consideration.

A resume of Prokofieff's rhythmic characteristics is

as follows:

1. Use of basically simple patterns.

2. A great degree of rhythmic coherence, due to use

of patterns and variations derived from thematic rhythm.

3. Extensive use of the triplet.

4. Ingenious use of phrasing and accentuation.

5. Use of compound (triple against duple) rhythms.

6. A consistent feeling of rhythmic security.

;



CHAPTER V

HARMONY

A usual approach to t he study of a composer's harmonic

practices is through the use of the Roman numeral system

of chord classification. After nusic has been thus analysed,

it is a matter of relative simplicity to observe which type

of chord or inversion has been most frequently used, what

order of chords is predominant, and what scheme of modula-

tion is most recurrent.

With the Prokofieff concerto, however, numerical chord

classification becomes greatly involved with non-chordal

tones. In conventional progressions, observation of a com-

monly used 14 or ii7 calls fourth cn involuntary mental-
auditory response, whereas in even intermittent observation

of chords demndrngS.classification such as III1 , the

mental-auditory response requires constant and conscious ad-

justmen to less ordinary tone combinations,

The foregoing apple to all modern composition, The

very fact of its modernism makes it logical that a basis for

analysis applicable to music of the past two centuries would

have its limitations in classifying many present-day practices.

62
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Prokofieff is not so radical as other contemporary con-

posers -- for example, Paul Hinderith or Bela Bartok -- but

his extensive use of chromaticism, enharmonic chord spelling,

incomplete chord-writing, and constantly shifting tonality

renders it difficult to analyze the concerto conventionally.

Possibly a new system of classification will be grad-

ually developed. For the present study, an approach other

than that based upon strict chord analysis has been used in

an effort to point out Prokofieff's characteristic harmonic

practices. This approach has been through organizing dis-

cussion around striking harmonic features observed along

the lines of chord structure, chord progression, dissonance,

tonality, and modulation, etc., as found in the concerto.

Chord Structure

Chords in the concerto are not complex. The triad in

root position is the chief basis for the harmony, with ex-

tension of the triad into seventh, ninth, eleventh, and

occasionally thirteenth chords being found. The larger

chords rarely sound all their chord-members simultaneously,

if they are all present. Rather, two or three tones sound-

ing together outline or imply the fuller harmony, leaving

it to following tones, completing a beat or measure, to

verify the extended chord implication. This often results

in thin-textured writing, whith has its justification in the

matter of contrapuntal writing. That point will be dis-

cussed subsequently.
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In the following example, an implied ninth chord is

followed by an implied eleventh chord. The full chord

structure is also given for purposes of comparison.

Fig. 56. -- Implied ninth and eleventh chords.

Prokofieff often combines tones which, when observed

in the score, do not appear to be chordal. When heard, how-

ever, the effect is that of a traLd. The interval thus used

is the augmented second, which sounds like a minor third:

Fig. 57. -- Implied triads.

-Wa
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Diminished and augmented triads receive no distinctive

treatment, although a sequence including the diminished

variety is used five times in presentation of the principal

theme of the third movement. Elsewhere such triads are

used in isolated places with no apparent design unless it

be that of creating dissonance.

The following illustration shows the use of diminished

triads in a sequential passage:

IK

Fig. 58. -- Diminished triads in sequential passage.

The only basis used for chord construction other than

the third is an infrequently occurring chord built on

fourths. The effect is not conspicuous, as the chords ap-

pear only briefly in isolated places. They usually occur

as the logical outcome of contrapuntal writing, and not as

a studied effort to employ an unconventional chord basis.

The second-theme accompaniment in the second movement
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cont gains chords built on fourths:

Fig. 59. -- Chords built on fourths.

An example of chords also built on fourths occurs in

transitional material of the third movement. This particu-

lar chord serves to link tonic major and tonic minor tonali-

ties, and it is used thus in other similar key changes.

Opp.

Fig. 60. -- Chords built on fourths.

Use of Dissonance

A composer is often judged radical or conservative,

musically speaking, according to the extent and degree to

,
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which dissonance is present in his composition. Only har-

mony based on the simplest triad construction contains all

consonant intervals, and the more extended chord structure

becomes, the more opportunity there is for dissonance.

The consonant intervals are perfect fourths and fifths,
thirds, sixths, and octaves. The dissonant intervals, in

order of their dissonant strength, are minor seconds (m2),

major seconds (M2), major sevenths (M7), mInor sevenths

(m7), and augmented fourths or diminished f ifths. Other in-

tervals may be named, compounded of one of the above dis-

sonant intervals plus an octave, but the only additions felt

necessary for the present study are the ma jor ninths (M9)

and the minor ninth (m9). These two intervals are frequently

used by modern composers.

A tabulation of representative sections of each move-

ment has been made to compare the extent and degree of con-

sonance and dissonance employed by Prokofieff in the con-

certo. Though not necessarily the most dissonant places

in the work, the sections are comparable, inaswuch as each

is the beginning fifty bars of the movement from which it

is taken.

Examination of Table 10 shows that in the first move-

ment, 152 dissonances occur to 576 consonances. Thus it

can be estimated that the ratio of consonances to dis-

sonances throughout the movement is nearly four to one (3.8-1).
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TABLE 10

A COMPARISON OF DISSONANT AND CONSONANT INTERVALS
ACCORDING TO SIZE AND FREQUENCY

Dissonant Intervals Consonant Intervals
Movement

m2 M2 M7Sm7 47M9mo P4,e5 M6 m6 M3 m3 8To-
tal tal

I.... 28 17 19 37 24 14 13 152 158 52 54 78 75 147 576

II.... 9 0 12 11 11 11 6 60 13841 59 69 52 102 481

III.... 16 6 24 30 27 14 13 130 93 56 52 82 77 106 566

Similarly, in the second movement, the ratio is eight to

one. And in the third movement, it is slightly more than

four to one (4.4-1). The ratio for the whole concerto is

close to five to one (4.7-1).

Comparatively, the over-all extent and degree of dis-

sonance in the second movement is half as tuch as in the

other movements. The table shows that strong dissonances

occur in the first movement with greater frequency, but the

margin over the third movement is so small it is practically

neglIgible. Incidentally, the tabulation is a comentary

on the simple chord structure so largely used by Prokofieff,

showing as it does a preponderance of consonant intervals.
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Non-harmonic Tones

There are a number of conventionally treated non-

harionic tones in the concerto, along with some whose

treatment Is irregular. The pedal-point, a tone sustained

below or above changing harrionies, is used to center tonal-

ity, particularly in the third movement:

- I'ab x .,. .

Fig. 61. -- Brief pedal-point.

An extended suspension with delayed resolution forms

the basis of a transitional passage in the first movement:

.o «-ra.

Fig. 62. -- Suspension.

AL.,
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An appoggiatura with a passing-tone resolution strikes

an extremely dissonant note because the appoggiatura is

sounded with the chord. This is shown in the following il-

lustration:

Fig. 63. -- Appoggiatura.

An accented passing tone with an irregular resolution

by leap occurs in a passage introducing the second theme

of the first movement:

4-a F I

Fig. 64. -- Irregularly resolved passing tone.

C%, -.. %

i i
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An antcipation occurs in the solo figuration of the

second theme of the first 'ovement, momentarily creating

the strong dissonance of a minor second.

Fig. 65. -- Anticipation.

The extent to which non-harmonic tone s are used by

Prokofieff is not as great as might be expected in view of

the extensive chromaticism in the concerto. The reason

seems to be that Prokofieff, rather than using only one tone

outside a given harmony, uses enough tones together out-

side a give.n harmony to create a new harmony or to result

in mixed chords. Thus he incorporates what would be non-

harmonic tones into extreme harmonic variety.

Chord Progression

It has already been mentioned that many of the chords

in the concerto are in root position. Inasmuch as observa-

tion of root movement reveals the nature of chord progres-

sion (this regardless of the chord inversion used), it has
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been felt worthwhile to tabulate the root progression of

each movement of the concerto in terms of the size and

frequency of interval used in shifting from one tonality to

another, This is not to be confused with bass progression,

which would take into account the lowest tone sounding in

each chord. Root progression is concerned with the funda-

mental, or generator, of each chord, and that tone may be

in any voice of the harmony. For comparative purposes,

the difference in root progression and bass progression is

illus trate d:

0610' .. 1

Fig. 66. -- Comparison of root progression with bass
progression.

in working out Table 11, intervals and their inversions

have been counted together under one columnar heading where

so indicated. Also, in figuring the total of like progres-

sion , major and ninor differences have not been considered

-- only the numerical size of the interval,
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TABLE 11

A COMPARISON OF THE FREQUENCY AND SIZE OF INTERVAL
INVOLVED ITN ROOT PROGRESSION

Movement M2 m2 4th. ,5th. M3pr6 m3, M6 Aug. 4th.
Dim. 5th.

1.... 94 52 80 81 58 19

II.... 103 89 135 66 50 10

ITI.... 54 58 48 60 35 8

Total.. 241 199 263 207 143 37

Like
progres- 2nds. 4ths., 3rds., 6ths. Aug. 4th.
sions.. 5ths. Dim. 5th.

Tot al.. 440 263 350 37

From the table may be seen the predominance, in the

first movement, of progression by seconds. In the second

movement, the progressions of a fourth or fifth predominate

slightly. The third movement has the least nuber of con-

ventional progressions of a fourth or fifth; the most-used

interval progressions in the last movement are thirds and.

seconds. Taking the concerto as a whole, root progression

is 1 - intervaas smaller than the conventional fourth and

fifth.
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A typical illustration of chord progression in the

first movement is given below. Reduction of the chords to

root position shows the characteristic progression.

*woe GV-*A M" IRV
1r__ I a lda_ 71 Igo-

jw - ig XF%0000"1 lllpll , WOW= rp mom"

TV" aftat! 3 r- _
do

40

T1_

r

Fig. 67. -- Chord progression by parallel triad.

Chord progression typical of the second movement is

found at the very begirming of the movement:

O M I& AI P i* 1 pm

n I Wt 0 L

lpzk 6 4.- ft

Fig. 68. Chord progression by parallel triad and
seven thchrs

fir _. : ""'''
a
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In the third movement, the following is characteristic:

Fig. 69. -- Chord progression by alternation of
sc ale-wise and skip-wise root movement .

In the second movement, ProkofiefT uses a parallel

chord progression twice in modulating to a key major see-

ond away. The type of progression is one frequently used

by modern cc posers. In the concerto, the chords rmove apart

in what is sometimes called "miirror parallelism" (that is,

two lines of chords, the chords of each line moving in

par ilel motion but the lines in contrary motion), and the

harahonic result is mixed chords which contain two tonal

centers.

Fig. 70. -- Chord progression by "mirror parallelism."

owpawooft"
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Another characteristically modern practice is that of

sounding a chord aga inst its resolution. The outstanding

example of Prokofieff's use of this device is in the final

chord of the concerto. Following a remotely related Eb

chord, the tonic and dominant chords of G minor are repre-

sented in one chord:

-i

Fig. 71. -- Chord and resolution sounding together.

Contrapuntal Treatment

In the concerto, extensive use of polyphonic writing

results in some decidedly interesting effects which show

how skillful Prokofieff is in the use of a device far re-

moved from the modern period in its origin. Contrapuntal

writing, as opposed to homophonic writing, where an accom-

paniment is harmonized beneath a particular melody, is de-

fined in terms of modern usage as the combination of several

melodic lines which create harmony.

1-1--.11-1-11- 1 - 1-1- - I I -,- .11 -.-- -..- 4 - -- - I , " , , ,, :, F,- w --
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All the concerto themes except the first theme of the

third movement lend themselves admirably to contrapuntal

treatment, and even in the case of the one exception, a sug-

gestion of counter-melody is present.

In the first movement, the first theme is treated con-

trapuntally four times. Twice strict imitation is used:

Fig. 72. -- Contrapuntal imitation.

The second theme of the first movement is originally

presented homophonically, but a subsequent appearance uti-

lizes counter-imelodic treatment:

''if
Fig. 73. -- Counter-melodic accompaniment,
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The accompaniment to the principal there in the second

movement is basically chordal, but the chordal effect is

lessened because it is arpeggiated. The theme itself moves

in duple time over the triplet accompaniment, and later an

obbligato is superimposed to create three distinct melodic

lines in addition to the accompaniment, all roving inde-

pendently but consonantly. Modern contrapuntal writing is

not often so consonant.

- I A

Af -- ---- O P ,

Fig. 74. Contrapuntal treatment, first theme, second
movement .

The second theme in the slow movement receives contra-

puntal treatment consistently, and is an excellent example

of modern use of the device (see Fig. 75).
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Fig. 75. -- Contrapuntal treatment, second theme, sec-
ond movement.

In the third movement, the contrapuntal aspect is pres-

ent, but the material is so much less lyric than the preced-

ing movemnents that polyphonic effect is less evident.

iff i I M, I SkAr h- get

IWI 
I

IL 
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Fig. 76. -- Counter-melodic line, first theme, third
movement.

Tonality

In studying the aspect of tonality in the concerto, con-

sideration has been given to the questions of whether tonality

low

4
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is major, minor, or otherwise; how often the tonal center

is changed; and to what extent modern tonal devices such as

polytonality, atonality, or tonal anbiguity occur.

Throughout the entire work, only major and minor tonali-

ties are heard. Key shifting is so rapid and varied, how-

ever, that the general impression is more chromatic than

diatonic.

X_ IO4L-Ma- l w'stkitCS IL --K

Fig. 77. -- Chromatic tonality.

Prokofieff is judicious in employing nore than one

tonal center at once. Genuine examples of bitonality or

polytonality are brief and infrequent. In regard to such

practice, A. F. Barnes says:

Is the human ear capable of assimilating itself
to any combination of musical sound, or is it so con-
stituted that there are physical limitation a beyond
which certain discordant clashes will always be un-
pleasant or distressing? In other words, is dis-
cordance an inflexible standard or merely a relative
term . . .

1A. F. Barnes, Practice in Modern Harmony, p. 1.
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Prokofieffts very sparing use of other than orthodox

tonality perhaps throws light upon what his opinion would

be concerning the foregoing questions. In hMs book, Barnes

merely raises the questions and trusts to time to answer

then.

The following illustration shows a typical bit of bi-

tonality in the opinion of the writer. It may be argued

that most of the tones could be related to Bb tonality.

The aural effect, however, is distinctly divided (Bb major

in the orchestra, d minor in the solo).

A i=F FP

__2

Fig. 78. -- Bitonality.

In Fig. 79, the only place Prokofieff employs poly-

tonal1ity in the concerto is illustrated:
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Fig. 79. -- Polytonality.

Modulat ion

Careful study has resulted in the opinion that Proko-

fieff s manner of modulating (changing) from one key to an-

other is the most distinctive feature of his harmonic style.

The original ways with which he handles standard module story

devices are responsible for sustaining and strengthening the

general impression of progression to adjacent, remotely re-

motely related keys.

Detailed examination of all the modulations in the con-

certo ha)s shown the following bases for changing key. Also

given is the frequency with which each is used (Table 12).

The composer vests these basic schemes of modulation

with various devices which serve to guide the listener in

recognIzing characteristic Prokofieff usages. An ever-

present practice is the arrAngement of the pivot chords in



1.
2.
3,
4,
5.
6.
7.
8.

TABLE 12.

TYPE AND FREQUENCY OF MODULATION

Typ e Frequency

Common chord chromatically altered.............. 27
Common t n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
Covmon chord unaltered.. . . 13
Introduction of leading tone of new key......... 8
Common Chord enharmtonic ally spelled . . . 6
Abrupt with no link......... ......... 6
Borrowed chord.. ...... ........ 1
blqixed scale., ... .... ..... .... ..*.. .... .... 1

the modulation so that the new key is reached chromatically

or diatonically. An approach by melodic skip is rare.

The most frequently used modulation involves chromatic

alteration of a chord common to both old and new key.

A AIV V- -k Fif AA low N-A

I& V*
A a I I I

IF JL- o- E i
Irl I

AV 0" 1 406

4pp -M
* z;6

A A k a 21" u r- 71 ff F A-
-1 1 A I -F i IF I

4p

q=. r

NAd*m H

Fig. 80. Modulation by common chord chromatically
altered.

The accomianying figure used in the foregoing example

is typical of the composer. It is an alternating repetition
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of chord tones creating a "rocking" figure of which Proko-

fieff is very fond. Used in modulating, the tones of the

new key are gradually encompassed.

The second to st frequently used plan is the common

tone modulation. Here., one tone co:mon to both keys is

sufficient to tie them together. Of the fourteen times this

plan is used, none is more effective than the first, which

surrises by resulting in the key B minor instead of re-

maining in the tonic, g minor.

Fig. 81. -- Modulation by common tone.

The common chord, unaltered, is used as a modulatory

basis less than might be expected, inasmuch as it is a

fundmet tI way to achieve a change of key.

-
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, 
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Fig. 82. -- Modulation by common chord.

The solo violin in the preceding illustration has a

pattern which Prokofieff often employs in changing keyN-- a

sequential figure which approaches the new key by prescribed

degrees.

Eight chances of key are accomplished by introducing

the leading tone of the new key into the key being left

(see Fig. 83).

A brief figure used in changing from tonic major to

tonic minor by means of a comimon chord chromatically al-

tered occurs enough to be quite typical of Prokofieffts

treatment of this problem. The figure is similar to a

cambiata, involving three consecutive tones and two skips.
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Fig. 835. Modulat ion by leading tone.

The first skip is up (or down) a whole step, and the second

is back a half step. An example is as follows:

-J

Fig. 84. Change from tonic major to tonic minor
tonality.

Modulation through the use of an enharmonically spelled

cormion chord is illustrated in the first movement:

r
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Fig. 85. -- odulation by common chord enhornonically
spelled.

An abrupt change of key accounts for a sudden, quickly

effected modulation between keys whose roots are close to

each other -- not more than a third apart, and more often

chromatically adjacent, The following example is typical:

Fig. 86. -- Abrupt modulation.
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Changing key via a borrowed chord occurs only one time:

AA- -- 4-

-4 _A6 I K

Fig. 87. -- Modulation by borrowed chord.

0Modulation through use of a mixed scale constitutes a

modern, interesting device. Prokofieff uses it only once

in a strictly modulatory sense. As used here, it could also

be considered an extension of a common tone modulation, in-

asmuch as the notes G and A are cormon to both keys.

kA Lor

v~doff

Fig. 88. -- Modulation by mixed scale.
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The outstanding aspect of Prokofieff's treatment of

modulation is the economy of means and material with which

modulating is done. Also noteworthy is the ingenious man-

ner in which traditional ways of modulating are used with

modern effect.



CHAPTER VI

MEDIUM OF EXPRESSION

Writing for orchestra demands maximum skill front a com-

poser while offering the widest range for musical expression.

Prokofieff'Is 'ajor instrument is the piano (he is world-

famous as a concert artist), but his handling of violin solo

with orchestral accompaniment in the concerto shows a thor-

ough knowledge of instruments and the most effective manner

of using their. 'ith no basic deviation from traditional and

standard instrument usages, Prokofieff manages to project

the spirit of modern r usic and of his own individuality un-

fail:ingly.

The physical nature of the violin makes possible a

variety of colorful effects. One group of these is derived

froan the use of the bow arm, while a second group is de-

pendent upon left-hand (finger) execution. Effects in-

cluded in the first group are long sustained lgato bowing

-- the fundamental in violin playing -- and I the taccato

bowings fro heavy detach6 and vigorous martel6 to airy

flying staceato and spiccato. The second group includes

trills, harWonics, double-stops, glissandi and left-hand

90
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zicati. Pizzicati riay also be performed by plucking with

the fingers of the bow hand. Throughout classic concerto

literature, it may be observed that composers have used as

many of these violin feats as possible, with the result that

at times a composition seems to exist solely for instrumental

exploitation.

The present study is chiefly concerned with Prokofieff's

manner of use of the foregoing violin devices as ar indica-

tion of his evaluation of their intrinsic worth as musical

effects. Observation of the score reveals that he uses

only those which further the development of his musical

idea, and even those so included are used as sparingly as

possible.

Throughout the entire work not one trill appears. There

are few harmonics, and they are used singly rather than in

a group for special effect. No showy glissando occurs in

the solo, where it might logically be expected, but in the

orchestra a brief glissando passage is introduced twice,

once as an ccconpanying figure to the first theme of the

first movement, and one time as an accompaniment to a

fingered chromatic scale passage played by the solo in the

third movement. The latter creates an unusual effect:
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Fig. 89. -- Accompanying glissando.

In the matter of bowing., Prokofieff remains close to

the fundamental effects. The predominantly lyric character

of the concerto is best expressed by solid legato bowing.

Prokofieff's use of staccato is wore to delineate than to

decorate, and thus he favors the heavier, bolder Tartel

and detach bowings. The fact that he does not use some of

the standard violin devices reiterates his strong tendency

to include only that which contributes to the expression

of a soberly conceived and clearly defined musical idea.

To a violinist, a few spots are somewhat awkward to

perform because of a pianistic rather than a violinistic

constructior. This is especially the case where sequential

figuration changes tonality with every group of notes form-

ing s unit of the sequence. On the violin such passages

demand individual digital adjustment as well as conscious
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mental adjustment to the required pitch changes. On the

piano, adjustment to pitch is involuntary because the pitches

are rechanically made. The following example is an illus-

tration of such a passage:

Fig. 90. -- Pianistic figuration.

So de-at awkward because of the continual and rapid

Shrft'nF from low to high position is the following:

Soeh4 wkad eaueofte otiul n r-i

Fig. 91. -- Pianistic figuration.

Prokofieff's treatment of the orchestra in the concerto

is the essence of simplicity and clarity. The work is
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scored for two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, two bas-

soons, two trumpets, two horns, bass drum, triangle, cas-

tanets, cy bals, and strings. This is a very small instru-

mentation even though the modern trend in orchestration

has been away from the large and heavy instrumentation of

the Romantic period. Prokofieff combines the instruments

which he does use very sparingly, and not until the final

movement is the full instrumentation employed. Use of

brass is limited in the first two movements, being con-

fined to two trumpet entrances occupying the space of half

a beat each. This is likewise true of the percussion.

The bulk of the accompaniment is carried by the string

section. There is never a time when the strings are not

represented, and there are several times when it is the

only section represented. The chief source of contrast is

the woodwind section. Often only one kind of instrument

is combined with the strings at a time, resulting in ex-

ceedingly clear orchestral effects.

The most varied orchestration occurs in the third

movement, with special percussive effects being added to

the other instruments. The castanet is used briefly, giv-

ing a sharp, bright quality to the first theme:
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Fig. 9 . Special percussion effect.

The triangle and snare drum figure briefly in transi-

tional measures:

07

- .

aJr.

Fig. 93. -- Special percussion effect.

Use of the cymbal is reserved until the very last bars

of the concerto where it contributes to the tonal and

rhythmic confusion:

At- .di .1 -
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Fig. 94. -- Special percussion effect.

The most noteworthy feature of Prokofieff's orchestral

treatment is his sparing use of it. In a lesser composer

one right wonder at such a circumstance, but in Prokofieff

it coitributes greatly to the total effectiveness as nothing

else would. Nicholas Slonimsky says:

Prokofieff is supremely adept in his use of
instrumental technique, and his understanding of
the nature of the instruments is complete. There
is no idle experimenting. . . . Prokofieff uses his
medium economically and. efficiently.1

INicholas Slonimsky, Program Notes on Prokofieff
String Quartet, Op. 50, Colimb a e-Sr .es M-448.

wom- - ORMON,



CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY AIM CONCLUS ION

Surrary

In bringing to a close this study of Prokofieff ts Sec-

ond Concerto for Violin, a brief resume will be given of

the points brought out in each chapter in order to obtain

a concise picture of the composer's style of writing as evi-

denced by the concerto.

Formally, Prokofieff is fundamentally classic. The

chief distinctions of his treatment of form are the com-

pactness with which material is arranged and the variety

of keys used in thematic development.

Melodically, Prokofieff's music is lyric and diatonic.

The thematic construction is simple and short; the thematic

development is clear and straightforward vith little al-

teration or ornamentation.

Rhythmically, Prokofieff's rusic is basically uncom-

plicated. Rhythmic effects are forceful by means of their

very simplicity. A distinctive feature is the combination

of several different rhythmic patterns at once.

Harmionic ally, Prokofieff is thoroughly modern., though

not radically so. The chief distinguishing features are

97
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constantly shifting tonality, modulation to remotely related

keys, and sparing use of polytonality, bitonality, and chord

mixing.

Prokofieff 's treatment of the solo instrument has uti-

lized the rich, $sooth legato style of violin playing more

than the purely virtuosic style.

Regarding the composer's writing for orchestra, the

outstanding features have been found to be the clarity and

economy with which the instruments are used.

Conclusion

The stylistic analysis of Prokofieff'ts Second Concerto

for Violin has been of inestimable value to the writer in

providing an incentive for study of the modern period and of

the work of such an outstanding representative of that

period.

In conclusion, it is hoped that the study ray have, to

a slight degree, furthered interest in and understanding of

the particular subject and of the method used in analysis

of modern music. It is thus that sypathetic comprehension

of the modern musical idiom is broadened.



APPENDIX

A Formal Analysis of the Prokofieff
Second Concerto for Violin

First Movement

Exposition:

A: (1-8)(9-12)(13-17)(18-23)(24-27)(28-32)(33-36)(37-42)
g b b g c# C Ab b

B: (43-51) (52-QO) (61-68) (69-74)
d B B d

Development:

A: (75-77)(78-91) (9 t-100(101-105)(106-109)(110-112)(113-122)
3b Bb, d BOtoA f f b e

(123-127) (128-130)
f# c

B: (131-137)(138-149)
e C

A: (150-156) (157-160)(161-162) (163-166) (167-182)
b-Db cf# d g

Recapitulation:

(183-1C90) (191-196) (197-201) ( 2 0 2 -t 0 5 ) (206-213)
g g D B C#

B. (214-222)(223-231)(232-236)(237-240)
b G G C

Coda:

(241-248)
G

A. (249-257)(258-261)(262-t 6 4 )( 2 6 5 -270)271-273)
b g b A g

1 0apital letters along leftmargin indicate source of ma-
terial: A, first theme; B, second theme. Other capitals in-
dicate major tonality; lower-case letters indicate minor
tonality. Numerals give measure numbers and indicate length
of phrase.
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Second Movement

A: (1-) (3- ) (11-14) (15-%8) (19-22) (23-27) (28--1) (32-35)
E E B E F C AEb

(36-39) (40-43) (44-45) (46-47) (48-49) (50-52)
C Eb b f## d

B: (53-58)(59-62)(63-70)(71-76)(77-80)(81-88)(89-92)(9
3 -95)D D D D F D D 

A: (96-100) (101-%09) (110-%11) (112-113 )(114-115) (116-119)
D E A Eb F b

(120-123)
Eb

Third 1oveoent

Expoosition:

A: (1-%0)(11-%5)(16-24)(25- 0)(31-34)
B b e b e

B: (35-42)(43-47)(48-50)(51-60)(61-63)(64-71)(72-75)
E c # e f C

A: (7-3 8-2)(3[ (100-107 )(108-112 )(113-1 s) (1:9-1s6 )
a Bb D e bb e e

Second Subordinate Thenme:

C: (126-129)(130-143)(144-145)(146-158)(159-162)(163-171)
g g g g b B

(172-174) (175-177) (178-188) (189-196) (197-205)(206-211)
C# f# f# f# A B

Reapi4tulation:

A: (212- 21) (222-225)(226-238)(239-241)
bb bb a

B: (2 42 -22) (2 5 3-t 60 )(261-269) (270-277) (278-290)
G e G g D

A: (291-tC94)(295-.402)(303-311) (312-318) (319-324)
B B G a eb

C: (325-333)(334-337)
C C

Coda:

(338-34:6)(347-355)(356-373)(374-376)(377-364 )(385-392)
Bb G G G G G

(393-403)
G
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